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Cutting Blades
& Knives
For all order enquiries
call 07 3801 8885

temsupplies.com.au

TM

FIXED AND RETRACTABLE KNIVES
FIXED KNIVES

SHARK - 105
Ideal for heavy duty uses. Quick release “dial" for fast, easy blade changes. Ergonomic shape
fits securely and comfortably in the hand. Cast aluminum construction is strong but very
light. Supplied with plastic belt holster. Clamps blade securely - no movement. Single notch
to adjust blade length. Ideal for flooring, plasterboard, mining, rubber belting and other
industries.

ULTRA-LAP - 102
Large overlaps to prevent injuries. The most popular carpet laying knife. Traditional style
knife with knurled sides for grip. Double notches for reduced wear. Die cast aluminum is
strong and lightweight.

1.25% HIGH
CARBON STEEL
FOR EXCELLENT
DURABILITY

PRECISION
GROUND AND
SHARPENED TO A
RAZOR EDGE

XL PREMIUM GOLD AND SILVER BLADES
Precision ground and sharpened to a razor edge
Maximum sharpness and durability
Enhanced polished finish for rust resistance
1.25% high carbon steel for excellent durability
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921 - HEAVY DUTY
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921 HEAVY DUTY UTILITY KNIFE BLADES
Australia’s No.1 Blade! Premium English quality available
in 10 and 100 packs and a safety dispenser of 100.
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MAXIMUM SHARPNESS
AND DURABILITY

ENHANCED
POLISHED FINISH
FOR RUST
RESISTANCE

TM

RETRACTABLE KNIVES

AUTOLOADING - 112
Front loading blades. Safety button allows blades to be removed or turned without opening
knife body. 5 blade magazine automatically re-loads new blades. Unique shape for superior
grip and control. Heavy duty all metal construction with smooth reliable mechanism. Auto
blade loading reduces accidents. All metal mechanisms - metal springs and slides.

ULTRA-GRIP - 115
Ergonomic shape fits all size hands. The most popular Sterling retractable knife. Ribbed
body for improved hand grip with gloves. Die cast zinc construction for longer life. Large
overlap above and below blade to prevent injuries. Hi-vis safety yellow stands out for
easy locating.

STEALTH KNIFE - 3038 AUTOLOADING POCKET KNIFE
Automatic blade loading. Highest quality blades. Easy blade change function allows
blade to be removed, turned or reloaded without opening the knife. Comfortable
shaped grip. 5 blade storage compartment.
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SPORT PRO II - 3039
Multi-use knife with both quick-change utility blade and fold out sport and rescue blade.
Secure rubber grip and compact folding design for ease of use and comfortability. Safety
folding latch allows both blades to be safely folded for carrying. Handy belt clip for
portability.

SNAP CUTTERS AND BLADES

9M
M

SNAP CUTTERS

9M
M

ALL-METAL - 360
Slim stainless steel body for ultimate durability. Auto-lock mechanism prevents blade
slipping. Handy pocket clip to keep it in your shirt pocket. Supplied with 3 blades.

18M

M

AUTO-LOCK - 330
Stainless steel sleeve for long life. Refined auto-lock mechanism prevents blade slipping.
Handy pocket clip to keep it in your shirt pocket. Original style is a favourite with
industry. Replacement blades in knife body. Supplied with 3 blades. Metal safety blade
snapper for controlled snapping. Brilliant for graphic arts and tint film.

M

SCREW-LOCK - 550
The popular traditional screw-lock cutter. Ergonomic body fits all
hands comfortably. Refined mechanism for ease of use. Supplied with
snapper for safe removal of blade segments. Supplied with 3 blades.

18M
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18M

M

ZEBRA - 580
Aluminium casing is strong but lightweight. Rubber hand grip is
comfortable and secure. Strong long lasting stainless steel blade slider. Screw lock blade
locking for secure, positive holding power.

SCREW-LOCK EXTRA LONG - 565
Screw-lock mechanism. Ribbed for controlled gripping. Ergonomic body fits all
hands comfortably. Super long reach.

TM

25M
M

TM

25M
M

EXTRA HEAVY DUTY - 700
The most popular 25mm extra heavy duty cutter. Screw-lock provides peace of mind
when tightening blade. Rubber grip on rear reduces hand slipping when applying
pressure. Extra-thick stainless steel sleeve for longer life. Supplied with 2 blades.

COMMANDER - 760
Extra heavy duty 25mm cutter with strong auto-lock system for fast, safe blade
adjustments. All metal construction is durable and strong. Ribbing on body to provide
secure grip. Metal clip and blade snapper on back of cutter. Wider and thicker 0.7mm
blade reduces flex in heavy cutting.

D

Premium quality snap off and non-segmented blades available for all applications in
9mm, 18mm and 25mm widths. Pack sizes from 10 to 50 blades. Blades made in Europe,
England and USA.
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Visit sheffield.com.au to view the full knife and blade range

SAFETY KNIVES
SAFETY KNIVES

SAFETY THUMLOCK - 115-1YR
Automatic blade retracting system reduces accidents. Thumlock screw for easy blade changes
without tools. Die cast all metal construction for maximum strength. Ribbed body with Suregrip
design prevents slipping, designed for gloved hands. Supplied with safety tip blade.

DOUBLE-PLUS - 417
Automatic self retracting blade system reduces injuries. Blade still retracts if contact is lost
even when slider is still pushed forwards. Rounded thumb slider can be used from both sides
or the top. Rubberised grip avoids slipping. Easy blade changes with no tools. Safety tip blade
protects carton contents.

LONGREACH LEFTHANDED - 416-L
Left handed use. Longest reach of any knife with automatic blade retracting system.
Rubbergrip on body is comfortable and prevents slipping. Symmetrical design allows blade to
be inserted upside down for left hand users.
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SIDE-SLIDE - 412
Automatic blade retracting system prevents injuries. Symmetrical design allows blade to be
inserted upside down for left handed users.

MICA - 100R
Automatic blade retracting system prevents injury. Light weight design with 4 edged blade.
Limited depth of cut with rounded edge blade protects carton contents. Suitable for cutting
seat belts, film, shrink wrap, bubble wrap and plastic strapping etc.

TM

SAFETY TOOLS

TM

SAFETY TOOLS

KLEVER TYPE SAFE EDGE CUTTER - 326-2
Enclosed blade safety cutter. Tips can be
used as a tape cutter. Unique shape prevents
damage to carton contents. Light, safe and
easy to use and disposable

TUSK II - 441
Super sharp circular blade cuts most packaging
materials. Big grip and sturdy body for
demanding applications. Rubber grip handle is
comfortable and prevents slipping. Tape slitter
on back of cutter allows safe opening of cartons.
Easy blade changes without tools.

BLADE DISPOSAL CASE - BLR
Safe disposal of used blades. Suits all
type of blades and blade segments.
Compact design clips to your belt.

Over 45 different safety knives and cutters are available in the Sterling Safety Range

928 - BLUNT POINT

451-040 - ROUND MICA

416B - LONG REACH

RB-03 - 28MM ROTARY
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The Sterling range
includes a wide
variety of premium
quality blades to suit
all safety knife and
cutter applications.

961 - HOOKED

BLACK PANTHER RANGE

TM

ULTIMAX PRO BLACK PANTHER GEN II SNIPS

NEW AND
IMPROVED

BLACK PANTHER
SNIPS - 29-721
Comfort grip handles made from impact and solvent resistant TPR
material. Anti-slip ridges for extra grip. Smooth, resistance free
mechanism for easy and precise cutting. Improved refined friction
washer and stainless steel bolt. Stainless steel serrated edge
blades for increased cutting capacity. Upgraded locking clasp with
comfort grip.
Ideal knife replacement tool featuring quality 420J2 stainless steel
and carbon construction, giving them a constant sharp edge and
corrosion resistance in industrial environments.
Ideal for: Cable, aluminium, sheet metal, carpet, leather, rubber,
gardening, food prep, camping and more
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TRY ME PACKAGING!

Black Panther Gen II 185mm High Tensile and
200mm Long Cut also available.

Sterling’s Black Panther snips are produced to the highest levels of
engineering with a total committment to develop the most durable
and refined industrial snip on the market.
• Fully adjustable pivot
• Simple safety latch
• Premium Japanese stainless steel serrated blades for smooth
trouble free cutting
• Ideal for all industrial applications including wire netting, light
gauge aluminium, carpet, leather, Kevlar®, and many other items

TM

ULTIMAX BLACK PANTHER SNIPS
BLACK PANTHER SNIPS
185mm (7") industrial snips.
Ergonomically designed acid and
solvent resistant comfort grip
handles. Premium stainless steel
serrated edge blades - smooth
trouble free cutting. Ideal for
multiple applications from thin wire
to Kevlar®. Ideal knife replacement
tool. Also available in: 185mm High
Tensile and 200mm Long Cut.
SAFETY TIP
ROUNDED EDGE
ALSO AVAILABLE
29-704

LEATHER
SNIP
HOLSTER
NOW AVAILABLE
STC75

BLACK PANTHER MULTI-PURPOSE
Multi-purpose use in food, garden and
industry. High quality Japanese steel
blades, extremely sharp and durable
Serrated blades with anti-slip function.
Featuring: Tape cutter on closed
blade edge, saw blade
and ambidextrous
handles.

BLACK PANTHER KNIFE EDGE TAILORING
Premium quality tailoring shears.
Ambidextrous comfort grip handles.
Supremely sharp smooth knife edge
stainless steel blades. Ideal for tailoring,
upholstery and industrial applications.
Available in 210mm (8") - 300mm
(12") sizes.

Visit sheffield.com.au to view the full scissor and shear ranges
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BLACK PANTHER SCISSORS

TM

HAND TOOLS

AVIATION AND OFFSET TIN SNIPS
Drop forged molybdenum alloy blades induction hardened for long life. Cuts up to 1.5mm cold
rolled steel or 1.0mm stainless steel. Hi-tensile pivot bolt for maximum durability. Squeeze
quick-release handle catch. TPR rubber grip handles for extra comfort. Comes with a plastic
belt holster. Aviation and offset tin snips come in right and left cut. Long cut and straight cut
aviation tin snips available.

COMFORT GRIP
LOCKING PLIERS
Constructed from chrome
vanadium steel for maximum
toughness. Thermoplastic rubber
handles ensures slip resistance and
extra comfort. Available in 250mm
straight and 250mm curved jaw.
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ADJUSTABLE PLIERS
Comfortable rubber grip. Ratchet
automatically adjusts to required
size. One hand operation. Jaw
design reduces slipping and
effort. Anti-pinch guard. Chrome
vanadium with black phosphate
finish. Available in 175mm (7"),
250mm (10") and 300mm (12").
WIDE JAW ADJUSTABLE WRENCHES
Thin jaws allow access to confined
spaces. Jaw angle of 15° for a secure
grip on the nut. Comfort grip, anti-slip
handle. Available in 150mm (6") 200mm
(8"), 250mm (10") 300mm (12").

TM

T-REX SAW - 50-770
550mm (22") 8TPI Handsaw with triple ground shark point teeth for fast cuts
even in hardwood. Hardened teeth are durable
and will cut a wide range of materials including
timber, laminated boards, plastic pipe,
plasterboard, cornices, etc. Rubber grip
handle is comfortable, secure, and
has 90° and 45° angles for
accurate marking out.

T-REX 6" DRYWALL SAW - 50-660
Hardened teeth keyhole saw. Triple edge grinding cuts forward and backwards. Ergonomic
rubber grip handle. Sharpened and hardened triple point tip for easy jab starting.
Quick release handle for
fast and easy blade change.

RHINO GRIP BI-METAL HACKSAW FRAME - HF-506
Ergonomic rubber grip for comfortable extended cutting and a unique high tension hold
system. Solid steel core frame covered in moulded ABS plastic.

STERLING BI-METAL
Bi-metal flexible blade 12" / 300mm. Virtually unbreakable. Industrial quality.
Available in 18, 24 and 32 TPI.
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Unique high tension blade
clamping thanks to the
combination of the lever
blade change system and
tensioning screw.

